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Find out about our 2017 achievements
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Read about our new Education in Policy and Practice Think Tank

•

We're Going Places - Exciting Expansion Projects

Brand new programmes, Professors and
locations
With 2017 coming to a close, it's time to celebrate our major achievements. We have
started an education policy research think tank and have expanded to three schools
across Uganda, Thailand and Sierra Leone. We will be recruiting more lecturers for
the 2018 summer schools and are offering a new variety of courses.
We are very proud of our 2017 team of lecturers who made an enormous contribution to our
programmes and a huge impact in the universities where they taught!
Our dream team this year included (but was not limited to):
•

•

Philippa, a researcher from the London School of Economics and a member of the
GB Women's Fencing team who taught a course on Civil Society at African Rural
University in Uganda.
Yanoh came all the way from the New York Institute of Technology to teach
Community Health at Fourah Bay College in Sierra Leone.

•

Sabrina, a researcher from the University of Leeds went to Bangkok to pioneer a
Model United Nations simulation at Srinakharinwirot University

Many have gone on to work in new places:
•
•

Matt, who taught Design Thinking in Uganda has been applying his skills at CERN,
the European Organization for Nuclear Research in Geneva
Joanne, who taught international politics and geography in Sierra Leone is now
busy lecturing at Durham University.

"Give feedback to your students as soon as possible:
the sooner you come back with the result of a test or an
essay, the easier it is for the student to adapt the
quality and effectiveness of their study strategies and
the time they invested in them."
According to our behavioural economist Gabriel Inchausti, who is writing a
paper for our think tank on how to use 'nudges' to improve learning and
retention.
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Think Tank News
How are universities in Africa approaching entrepreneurship? What are the
disparities in investment in higher education within and between countries?
How do we build confidence among university students?
With our team of researchers, we are creating empirical data to answer some
of education's hardest questions. The original research is informed by our
experiences and will directly impact our teaching methods.

We are excited to announce that we launched our own education in policy and
practice Think Tank in October 2017 in partnership with the Gulf Futures
Centre. We held our opening ceremony at Richmond University. We already
have seven part-time researchers contributing to our publications agenda and

will be hosting our first Education and Development workshop in September
2018.

Uganda 2018: Professors and Courses

We are delighted to announce that we will be joined by three wonderful
lecturers for our 2018 Summer School at African Rural University in Uganda.
Dr Janet Bultitude from the University of Bath will be leading courses on
Research Methods.
Dr Andrew Bell joining us from the University of Oxford and the University of
Cambridge, will be teaching Decision-Making and Negotiations.
Sana Al-Buainain, CEO of The Journey, Coaching and Consulting, will be
working with students on entrepreneurship skills with an emphasis on
empowering women.
The lecturers will also be working with the academic and local community to
teach workshops to develop new skills and answer pressing questions. We
are ready to go to Uganda and excited about our growing team and projects!

India, here we come!

Karamat We have been invited by
Husain Muslim Girls' Post Graduate
an all-women's university in ,College
Lucknow, India to pioneer our summer
schools in India. We will be sending our
August team to teach for two weeks in

Prowibo in the Press
Princess Tessy de Nassau Co-Founder
spoke at the Women's Economic Forum in
discussed Dubai this past October. Tessy
gender, education and the guiding
Without principles behind Professors
here Borders. Listen to her speech

Join Us!

There are many ways you can support
our work. If you would like to contribute
to our research or are a professor and
would like to express your interest in
becoming a lecturer, please reach out
to us. If you are a volunteer interested
in getting involved in any number of our
programmes, detail what you would like
to bring to our team.

Upcoming events

We will be hosting an intimate donor event in early
2018 in London. If you are interested in contributing to
our rapidly expanding programmes, please reach out to
us.

In September 2018 we will host a skills workshop with the Gulf Futures Center in
London. The workshop will provide an opportunity for an engaged discussion between
interested parties in the industry, higher education and politics. The dialogue will take a
solution-oriented approach to better understand how we can deliver a relevant and quality
educational program to university students of the 21st century. Outputs will include a
written report available to the public through our website, and an edited volume that puts

together the different aspects of the complex and fascinating challenge of shaping higher
education for the future.
Find out more here.

Career Development
We strive to ensure that our students and partners are equipped with up-to-date
career-building news. Read and share our latest post about education, teaching and
entrepreneurship on our Facebook page. Find out about our tips and resources for
learning and teaching on our Career Development page.

Transparency and accountability are
important to us.
In case you missed it, read our latest report.
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